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Welcome
Welcome to the 2021 postgraduate conference featuring the work of students from across the
history of science, medicine and technology. Coming from a wide variety of backgrounds
ranging from evolutionary biology to english literature, each student brings a unique perspective
to the themes and methodologies they explore. The title of this year’s conference, Picture This:
Charting Themes Across HSMT, highlights how a vast array of topics, from botany to Brazilian
explorers, are connected together in a common picture, capturing our particular network of
history. Interdisciplinary, critical, and relevant; historians of science, medicine, and technology
help us to navigate the world with context and nuance. Each presentation is only a snippet of
the time and energy put into each individual’s research and we want to thank everyone for
sharing regardless of where they are with their dissertation.

- Your 2021 Postgraduate Conference Co-Leads Julian Kaptanian and Alex Boothroyd



Programme | Friday, 11 June

Conference Chair | Josh Willetts

Location | Maison Française d'Oxford & Zoom

10:00-10:20 Tea and Mingle

10:20-10:30 Opening Remarks: Professor Rob Iliffe

10:30-11:45 Session One - Nature & Environment

James Lees [virtual]
State forestry in Britain and North America c. 1600-1800
Jamie Bourne [virtual]
“Indebted for all we possess”: St. Vincent and the botanical networks of Britain
and France, 1765-1806
Nayani Jensen
British scientists, romanticism, and the response to anomalous weather events
(1800-1820)
Hazim Azghari
A medieval Islamic view of nature: the cosmology behind the 11th century
Andalusian School of Husbandry
Adam Chaddock
Quinology: nineteenth-century botany, pharmacy and Cinchona naturalisation in
British India

11:45-12:00 Nature & Environment Panel Questions

12:00-12:40 Lunch

12:40-14:10 Session Two - People & Society

Todd Beanlands [virtual]
Circulating knowledge in the North: the Federal Victoria University of Manchester
and the regional imperialism, 1880-1906
Josh Willetts
“The most profligate of mankind”: sailors and their bodies in the eighteenth
century
Sabrina Keating
Attributing the borderline: psychiatric re-formulation and the genesis of borderline
personality disorder
Rebeca Kritsch
Cândido Rondon and the invention of the Amazonia: how a Brizilian explorer
helped shape the country’s identity
Allison Law
Domestic medical knowledge in working-class England c.1850-1917
Nikita Arora
Biomoral masculinities in the Sikh public sphere



14:10-14:25 People & Society Panel Questions

14:25-14:40 Break

14:40-16:10 Session Three - Disease & Medicine

Helen Senior [virtual]
“Infektionstäter”: linguistic framing of HIV/AIDS in the media of the Federal
Republic of Germany and German Democratic Republic, 1981-1990
Hanzhi Zhang [virtual]
17th-century cross-cultural transmission of medical knowledge between China
and Europe through the work of a Polish jesuit
Natalie Spencer [virtual]
Operation precision: the smallpox eradication programme in Bangladesh
Jon Roberts
From curiosity to (nearly) eradicated: constructions and paradigms of guinea
worm, 1700-present
Alex Boothroyd
Global health in national context: the case of South Africa’s HIV/AIDS response
Jagyoseni Mandal
Scientific practice, medical policy and public perception of Ayurveda in colonial
India

16:10-16:25 Disease & Medicine Panel Questions

16:25-16:40 Break

16:40-18:10 Session Four - Technology & Materials

Shuhui Shen
A mere toy or an educational tool: magic lanterns and popular astronomy in
Victorian Britain
Julian Kaptanian
CRISPR: understanding emerging technologies through historic discourse
Yannik Herbert
The road less travelled: using public transportation in early modern Britain
Flora Blissett
“Dream not of other worlds”: microscopy and the imagination in Britain,
1650-1730
Dan Mcateer
Freedom at the electronic frontier: libertarianism and American cyberculture,
c.1984-2001

18:10-18:25 Technology & Materials Panel Questions

18:25-18:35 Closing Remarks: Dr Erica Charters

19:00-21:00 Drinks - The Royal Oak





Nature & Environment James G  Lees
DPhil Candidate

Trinity College
james.lees@dal.ca

State forestry in Britain and North America c. 1600-1800 [virtual]

In the present day, the integrity and sustainability of forests in the face of industrial demands
is a prominent ecological concern, an anxiety which also existed in the early modern world.
Before industrialisation, England relied on an “organic economy”, in which photosynthetic
growth provided the bulk of all productive energy, thus limiting the materials available to
satisfy the infrastructural ambitions of the state. This was particularly true of woodland, which
made the apprehension, management, and exploitation of forest resources a matter of
increasing importance to the state in the early modern period.

My research seeks to analyse the dynamics of this historical relationship between state and
forest resources in the context of Britain and its North American colonies in the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries. This relationship, characterised by the contestation of forest
resources, saw state agents managing woodland in the interests of the nation competing
against private entities such as colonists and industrialists who sought to use woodland to
their own ends. Meanwhile both parties contended with the shifting ecological and economic
circumstances governing wood availability, quality, and accessibility in a reflexive relationship
whereby the forest environment and the developing state shaped each other in similar
measure. In conducting this analysis, I will seek to answer the following central research
questions: what characterised the development of state forestry in the English Atlantic during
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries? How did this shape the relationship between
humanity and nature in this period, particularly as manifested in ecological, economic and
vernacular resource management paradigms?

My study will also consider how the contestation of woodland resources influenced the
development of state forestry policy in both England and North America, examining illicit uses
of woodland and popular resistance to state timber harvesting. The proposed research will
also illustrate how, through a variety of colonial institutions and practices, British forestry
techniques were applied in the management of North America’s forests and correspondingly,
how the efficacy of these techniques influenced policy in Britain’s domestic context and
beyond.

Ultimately, while the proposed research will provide a general chronicle of the development of
state forestry, as an environmental history it will simultaneously convey a very timely narrative
of human interactions with nature through the state, and likewise, how the state was itself
changed as a result of these interactions. It will contribute to our developing understanding of
how early modern concepts and events profoundly impacted the modern use and misuse of
natural resources.



Nature & Environment Jamie Bourne
Msc Candidate

Hertford College
william.bourne@hertford.ox.ac.ukl

“Indebted for all we possess”: St. Vincent and the botanical networks of Britain and
France, 1765-1806 [virtual]

This thesis examines the expansion of the botanical garden at St. Vincent from 1765 - 1806 to
chart and elucidate the circulation of vegetal matter and horticultural expertise between the
botanists of Britain and France. Despite a rich basin of archival materials, scholars have
hitherto overlooked this facet of botanical activity in the Caribbean archipelago. Drawing on
the understudied letters and diaries of botanical superintendents, this study contributes to
existing scholarship on the confluence of science, warfare and Franco-British rivalry by
illuminating how and why these burgeoning horticultural networks subverted and supported
Britain’s mastery of colonial space from St. Vincent.



Nature & Environment Nayani Jensen
MSc Candidate
Balliol College

nayani.jensen@balliol.ox.ac.uk

British scientists, romanticism, and the response to anomalous weather events
(1800-1820)

This thesis investigates the response to the anomalous climatic events that occurred in the
first two decades of the nineteenth century, using a cultural environmental history approach,
and focusing particularly on the relationship between genres of ‘weather writing.’ The years
1800-1820 saw increasing efforts at widespread meteorological record-keeping, as well as the
rise of Romanticism in Britain—two very different approaches to writing about the
environment, and human relationship to the environment. This was also a period of climate
upheaval and extreme weather events: the first decade of the nineteenth century saw a series
of cold seasons, and the 1815 eruption of Mount Tambora caused magnified cool, rainy
weather conditions from 1816-1818 that resulted in crop failures, widespread famine in
Europe, and some of the coldest temperatures on record in the UK. This trifecta of anomalous
climate events, growing efforts to record and rationalize British climate, and Romantic
narratives embracing emotional responses to weather presents a rich context for analyzing
how humans have responded to their environment in periods of change and crisis. Drawing
on weather records, literary works, and the interaction between these forms in the context of
periodicals and newspapers, this study uses a cultural history approach to investigate how
these forms of writing interacted with each other – and how divisions between forms of
weather writing emerging in this period continue to shape approaches to climate histories in
contemporary literary scholarship and history of science studies.



Nature & Environment Hazim Azghari
Dphil Candidate

Oxford University Centre for the Environment
hazim.azghari@history.ox.ac.uk

A medieval Islamic view of nature: the cosmology behind the 11th century Andalusian
School of Husbandry

Al-Andalus, the 800-year period of Muslim presence on the Iberian Peninsula, is famed for its
Agricultural Revolution. Works on medieval agriculture usually mention it from an interest in
economic history, trade, or irrigation technology. However, agriculture and sustainability are
very closely tied, and one could argue that in medieval times, agriculture was the main impact
humans were having on the landscape. In al-Andalus, agriculture (Filaha) was a deep
modification of the landscape. The diversified society of Berber and Arab Muslims arriving on
the peninsula found themselves making the landscape more familiar to them, a
‘domestication’ of sorts which I term landscape ‘homemaking.’ By blending local knowledge
with a synthesis of ancient knowledge and experimentation, the practical aspect of Filaha was
developed. The techniques themselves have been studied well enough, but the worldview
and vision behind them remains largely unexplored.

We know about Andalusi Filaha mostly through court agronomists who were relaying
information in agricultural manuals dedicated to their patrons, but unwittingly preserved a
library of techniques and methods of farming and husbandry. Four of them, Ibn Baṣṣāl, Ibn
Ḥajjāj, Abū ’l-Khayr and Al-Ṭighnarī, most likely all found refuge in Seville as the Reconquista
homed in on their respective city-states during the eleventh century. The practical aspect of
agriculture is not the only one present in the 11th century Filaha manuals. According to
Al-Ṭighnarī, farming is the best way to make a living, and one continues to receive blessings
from trees planted even when the ownership of the land changes. The centrality of good
intention to success is fleshed out thoroughly using prophetic hadiths, stories from the early
salaf and folkloric tales. A whole ethical and religious framework is built before the author
invites the reader to learn the ways of Filaha. In such a framework, the ethical imperative of
being a ‘conscious landscaper’ unfolds. Also contained in the ethical and religious framework
is a vision of sustainability, a way for Filaha to help humans negotiate permanence on the
landscape. References to constant inputs of labour and careful monitoring of soil fertility are
examples of an active sustainability: one which is focused on maintaining the fragile balance
of human agriculture, itself a humble imitation of God’s balance in the creation of nature. By
focusing on the work of the 11th century agronomists, my work hopes to explore the
worldview that Andalusi Filaḥa reproduces.



Nature & Environment Adam Chaddock
MSc Candidate

St. Antony’s College
adam.chaddock@sant.ox.ac.uk

Quinology: nineteenth-century botany, pharmacy and Cinchona naturalisation in
British India

John Eliot Howard’s 1869 text The Quinology of the East India Plantations surveys the
author’s experiments on the cinchona plant over several years with a view to maximising the
yield of quinine and related antimalarial alkaloids from the tree bark. I use Howard’s text as a
stepping off point to examine the complex commercial and imperial links that characterised
the 1860s British imperial project to naturalise cinchona in India. Through a deep examination
of this text and Howard himself, supported by Howard’s correspondence regarding the
cinchona project, it is my intention to reveal the complex networks that moved science and
material between continents before arguing that commercial imperatives drove these
networks and actions both at a state and personal level. Additionally, this work attempts to
show that adopting a global historical approach maximises the utility of this source material.





People & Society Todd Beanlands
MSc Candidate

Green Templeton College
todd.beanlands@history.ox.ac.uk

Circulating knowledge in the North: the Federal Victoria University of Manchester and
the regional imperialism, 1880-1906 [virtual]

This dissertation will assess how Owens College, Manchester - the founding constituent part
of the Federal Victoria University (hereafter FVU) - struck a balance between regional goals
and wider imperial projects by organising and reshaping how students moved from university
enrolment to graduate employment in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.

Owens College, Manchester founded the FVU in 1880 before University College, Liverpool
and Yorkshire College, Leeds joined Owens to form an educational union by 1887. Green
(1969) has noted in passing that Yorkshire College faced initial issues joining the union in
1880 and Sanderson (1972) and Jones (1988) have also noted that Firth College, Sheffield
unsuccessfully applied for membership in 1897. Mason College, Birmingham also strongly
considered joining in the 1880’s and 90’s, before itself becoming the independent University of
Birmingham in 1900. What inspired the tenacity within the North to apply to join the federation
with Manchester, reapply, remain members and eventually separate from the cluster towards
the turn of the twentieth century?

There is to date no history of the FVU explaining why it was formed with Manchester as the
founding nucleus, why it flourished and sought out increased membership, what relationship it
had to contemporary developments in imperialism and why the cluster collapsed with each
constituent college separating off to become an independent university. This project assesses
how the image of a Northern dreamscape system served both regional and wider imperial
projects in relation to education circuits in Manchester. And now that universities are once
again operating in geographical clusters, it is timely to look at this antecedent phenomenon in
Northern cities such as Manchester that were major nodes of imperial trade:

- To what extent was the trans-regional connectivity of the FVU project informed by both
alliances and tensions within Britain’s larger imperial project?

- How did imperial trade, industry and commerce shape the Northern ‘university’ town of
Manchester in the 1880’s and 90’s, especially in their recruitment of students?

- What routines of pedagogy and training took place in the FVU’s constituent colleges in
order to sustain educational circuits in Manchester?



People & Society Josh Willetts
MSc Candidate
Balliol College

josh.willetts@balliol.ox.ac.uk

“The most profligate of mankind”: sailors and their bodies in the eighteenth century

This dissertation seeks to examine how the fighting men of the Royal Navy conceived of their
own bodies in the eighteenth century, a time when their lifespans and physical ability were
construed by policymakers as statistically measurable quantities of national strength. Driven
by the imperatives of empire and its attendant transoceanic military entanglements, naval
administrators, officers and surgeons looked to avoid human wastage and inefficiency at sea
through experimentation with novel medical treatments, enforcement of strict behavioural
standards and the implementation of rigid disciplinary policies for the insubordinate. In the
name of efficiency, sailors’ bodies were commodified, numerated and experimented with, and,
in the eyes of administrators, the human identities of sick, wounded and degenerate sailors
were abstracted from their valuable biological content.

While the human faces of sailors are often occluded in, for example, the accounts of the
navy’s Sick and Hurt Board, sailors themselves remain ever-present in surviving sources,
emerging most clearly in cases dealing with their personal infractions of naval code. Records
of disrepute, bad behaviour, sodomy, court’s martial and legal proceedings can begin to
sketch out how lower classes at sea perceived of their bodies and willingly engaged (or not)
in activities deemed a physical violation by their superiors: as James Ramsay, a Royal Navy
officer, said, seamen are the ‘most profligate of mankind’. Sailors represent a unique and
socially segregated group of people upon whom a medico-administrative structure frequently
imposed regulations and experimentation; did sailors resist medical regulations, or did they
prescribe to medical concepts of the body? Did attempts to regiment sailors’ lives, to
moderate their passions and to instil in them a calculated consciousness of environmental
influences that affected health (victuals, alcohol, sleep, hygiene, attire) alter their perceptions
of self and what  constituted a violation of it?

My interest in this topic stems from research I conducted for my undergraduate dissertation
on the medical experiments conducted by James Lind aboard HMS Salisbury and other
contemporaneous trials. An enduring frustration of mine, and one that grew after reading, for
example, Roy Porter’s work on the ‘Patient’s View’ and Barbara Duden’s ‘The Woman
Beneath the Skin’, was how the men experimented on by Lind interacted with his trials: Were
they willing participants? Did they have a choice? Were they numb to physical violation due
to their frequent exposure to corporal forms of punishment? The biological matter of a body is
a natural given, but imagination and perceptions of body have the power to generate reality: it
is this cultural influence on body perception that I seek to investigate.



People & Society Sabrina Keating
MSc Candidate

Green Templeton College
sabrina.keating@gtc.ox.ac.uk

Attributing the borderline: psychiatric re-formulation and the genesis of borderline
personality disorder

Within the DSM-V, BPD is categorized as a personality disorder and is associated with
symptoms involving affective lability, impulsivity, cognitive dysfunction, and interpersonal
volatility. Originally coined in 1938 by Adolph Stern, the ‘borderline’ type suggested a patient
wavering between neurosis and psychosis in a symptom profile associated with schizophrenia
(New & Triebwasser, 2017). The 1960s marked a turning point for the borderline category,
which had failed to gain wider acceptance in the psychiatric profession. (Ibid). Writings by
Kernberg (1967, 1968) and Masterson (1972) provided early definitions and spurred
large-scale interest in a borderline personality type (Manning, 2000). Grinker et al.’s (1968)
concept of ‘borderline syndrome’ was put forth in 1968, which Manning suggests portrayed
the same type of patient with more specific defining features and concern for empirical
methods. Empirical research into the borderline type resulted in a conceptual separation from
schizophrenia and psychosis, with a new suggested link to childhood trauma and abuse.
Manning situates this history within the professional structures of psychiatry, alongside a
newfound cultural trend wherein patients sought psychoanalysis for issues of identity. In the
1980 publication of the DSM-III, Borderline Personality Disorder emerged as a specifically
delineated condition with clinical features (Ibid.).

Borderline Personality Disorder’s formulation reflects an ongoing process of categorization
and refinement in psychiatric knowledge. This study will aim to further situate the
re-conceptualization of the ‘borderline’ type from its schizophrenic attachments in 1938 to the
emergence of a codified personality disorder in 1980. As an analytic device, a social
constructionist approach similar to the work of Ludwick Fleck (as seen in The Genesis and
Development of a Scientific Fact (1980)) will be equipped to elucidate the context-dependent
production of medical fact. This theoretical background offers a compatible approach to
viewing how language and terminology influence scientific and medical knowledge. This study
will also aim to identify and analyze popular culture and self-help texts surrounding borderline
personality disorder in its early conceptualization. The uptake of psychiatric discourse to
broader audiences offers a means to consider the process of cementing a pathology-type into
broader knowledge.

Through a historicization of the borderline category, this study will consider the ways in which
pathology takes discursive shape and how this may morph over time. BPD currently exists as
a highly stigmatized disorder, and has been repeatedly critiqued for serving as a means of
regulating culturally deviant women (Becker, 1997; Nehls, 1998; Wirth-Cauchon, 2001).
Viewing BPD as a site of socially constructed knowledge offers a means through which to
critically evaluate how medical truths exist in a process of development and negotiation.



People & Society Rebeca Kritsch
DPhil Candidate
Linacre College

rebeca.kritsch@linacre.ox.ac.uk

Cândido Rondon and the invention of the Amazonia: how a Brazilian explorer helped
shape the country’s identity

My thesis examines the role of cartography and ethnography in identity building in the first
decades of the 20th century in Brazil. I will make use of the work carried out by Marshall
Cândido Rondon (1865-1958), a military officer enlisted by the government to help integrate
the western and northern regions into the country. Between 1907 and 1915, he led a team of
workers and scientists from Mato Grosso to the Amazon, to build a telegraph line and produce
a scientific inventory of the lands they crossed, including detailed maps and geographical and
mineralogical surveys. During this period, they contacted several isolated indigenous groups,
charted dozens of unknown rivers, mountains, and valleys, and provided an array of new
maps.

Between expeditions, Rondon returned to Rio de Janeiro, then the country’s capital, where he
presented the commission’s findings to the government and the public. He spoke at events
and conferences, always receiving extensive media coverage. The government used his
cartographic and ethnographic work to plan for future infrastructure and to develop policies for
indigenous groups.

Rondon and his commission were equipped with some of the most advanced technologies
available at the time, imported from abroad. In practice, the government replicated the
imperial duality of “centres of progress” versus “primitive peripheries” that needed to be
“civilised”. In Brazil’s case, it was the coast versus the wilderness, which included the Amazon
and its native population. The “civilisation” the government aimed to bring to the wilderness
was based on a European idea of scientific and technological modernity (the telegraph and
cartography being two examples). In addition, the cartographic work followed the colonial
system of using scientific explorations, and cartography, to allow the exploitation of local
resources.

Within this setting, I plan to apply the framework of social history and the history of science to
analyse Rondon’s work and legacy within the context of cartography as science, and within
the context of Brazilian nationalism. I will examine how Rondon and his commission made
use of the European concept and methods of science to try to forge a new Brazilian identity.



People & Society Allison Law
MSc Candidate

Wolfson College
allison.law@wolfson.ox.ac.uk

Domestic medical knowledge in working-class England c.1850-1917

Scholarship on domestic medical knowledge has gained traction in recent years. Much of this
work privileges middle-class and elite families in the early modern period. Less historical
attention has been devoted to domestic medical knowledge in the working class and in the
second half of the nineteenth-century, a period marked by rising literacy rates in all
demographics and the increasing professionalization of medicine. This project adds to
existing methodologies in domestic medicine studies by incorporating overlooked sources
such as correspondence columns in women’s periodical literature and the material conditions
of working-class domestic life. Working-class people are, too often, depicted as passive
consumers in an age when health is increasingly commodified. Contrary to this portrayal,
working-class women practiced household management in ways that balanced geographically
or economically inaccessible professional medical advice and more accessible home
remedies. Analysis of correspondence columns in women’s periodical literature and in the
British Medical Journal, family recipe books, and interviews in government reports reveals the
complex domestic roles of working-class women. To maintain the physical and economic
health of the household, working-class women were expected to be sensitive to the suffering
of family members, yet rational in evaluating advice on domestic economy and efficiency. This
project seeks to expand the scope of medicine to include household work, include the
experiences of working-class people, and acknowledge the agency of working-class people to
managing health given their constraints.



People & Society Nikita Arora
DPhil Candidate
Hertford College

nikita.arora@hertford.ox.ac.uk

Biomoral masculinities in the Sikh public sphere

In this paper, I analyse the writings of Mohan Singh Vaid (MSV; 1881-1936) - an Ayurveda
practitioner, publicist, writer, and stalwart of the Sikh reform movement in British colonial
Punjab, who wrote over 200 texts on domestic reform, medicine, and disease in Punjabi. In
tracing the construction and treatment of masculinities in three of his seminal texts on
domestic reform, my paper joins the historiography on gender, medicine, and food in colonial
South Asia, but it also attempts to move beyond the analyses of ‘martial masculinity’ that have
animated much of historiography on Punjab. Through Vaid’s writings on domestic reform and
disease-free life, I present a case for ‘biomoral masculinities’ in the Sikh (and Punjabi) public
sphere that may also function as an interesting case study for the relationship between
western medicine, Ayurveda, food, and gender.





Disease & Medical Helen Senior
MSc Candidate

St. Antony’s College
helen.senior@sant.ox.ac.uk

“Infektionstäter”: linguistic framing of HIV/AIDS in the media of the Federal Republic of
Germany (FRG) and German Democratic Republic (GDR), 1981-1990 [virtual]

This thesis examines the linguistic framing of HIV/AIDS in two states with a shared cultural
history but different political economic systems – the democratic capitalist FRG and
authoritarian socialist GDR. Despite recent increased interest in the subject, few comparative
studies exist; most works remain focused on either one state or the other. Through
examination of linguistic framing in the media and political spheres especially, as well as
within the most-affected communities, this study reveals that the linguistic framing of the
epidemic was highly politicised, reflecting extant politics surrounding these most-affected
communities and broader Cold War political warfare.



Disease & Medical Hanzhi Zhang
DPhil Candidate
Merton College

hanzhi.zhang@merton.ox.ac.uk

17th-century cross-cultural transmission of medical knowledge between China and
Europe through the work of a Polish jesuit [virtual]

The project I proposed is a study of the 17th-century cross-cultural transmission of medical
knowledge between China and Europe through Michal Boym’s four major works on Chinese
medical theory and materia medica: Flora Sinensis (1656), parts of Les Secrets de la
Médecine des Chinois (1671), Specimen Medicinae Sinicae (1682), and Clavis medica ad
Chinarusm Doctrinam de Pulsibus (1682). More specifically, I want to study the possible
sources and corresponding texts that Boym used in writing his works and add to the current
literature on two subjects: (1) what sources were available or seen reliable to Jesuit
missionaries trying to understand a different medical tradition (2) how the Jesuits reconcile the
disparities between different regimes of knowledge and present them to their audience in
Europe.

This research is based on many ground-breaking works done by previous scholars. On the
broader background of Jesuit science in the 17th century and the scientific aspects of their
overseas missions, Feldhay (1987) and Harris (1989 and 2005) all pointed out the remarkable
scope of Jesuits’ involvement in early modern science and its markedly empirical and
utilitarian orientation. On the life of Michal Boym, sinologist Edward Kajdański (1987) had
written comprehensive surveys on his life. I would also like to point out a collection of
conference papers published in Monumenta Serica vol. 59 (2011) dedicated to both Polish
Jesuits in China during the 17th century and how Boym fits into this picture. Finally, on the
possible inspirations and corresponding texts that influenced Boym’s work, apart from the
sources Boym himself cited in his correspondence with scholars with the SOC and his fellow
missionaries, scholars such as Zhang and Zhang (2013), Hanson and Pomata (2017) and Fu
(2017) successfully identified more Chinese canons that might also have influenced Boym’s
work.



Disease & Medical Natalie Spencer
MSc Candidate
Linacre College

natalie.spencer@linacre.ox.ac.uk

Operation precision: the Smallpox Eradication Programme in Bangladesh [virtual]

In 1971, a country that was once free from smallpox was re-infected - Bangladesh, formerly
known as East Pakistan, became an independent nation in 1971 and suffered from a
resurgence of variola cases. Regarded by the WHO as a country that was incapable of
dealing with an epidemic, Bangladesh was accorded a central role in the global smallpox
eradication programme. In the face of infrastructural ruin, political difficulties and demographic
challenges, Bangladesh as a case study marks the importance of tailoring eradication
strategies to their specific locations. It is a unique example that reveals no year to be the
same as surveillance and containment measures were constantly revised and met with
adversity. With the last recorded cases of smallpox in Asia declared in October 1975, the
Bangladesh programme has been memorialised by the WHO to promote their efficacy in
executing health campaigns. Since historiographies of smallpox that advocate its global
immunological accomplishment rarely voice the local realities of the programme; it is
necessary to distinguish global explanations from local interpretations that enable us to shine
light on the intricacies of the programme in specific contexts.

The history of smallpox has been neatly explored in contingency with the history of
vaccination. This study ultimately hopes to untangle, but not detach, vaccination from the
history of smallpox as it enables us to explore the deeper complexities of public health
programmes that tend to go unnoticed by the mask of their success. Paul Greenough’s
influential study Intimidation, Coercion, and Resistance in the Final Stages of the South Asian
Smallpox Eradication Campaign outlines the fierce responses from vaccination teams in
Bangladesh that are depicted to have achieved their eradication goals through measures of
coercion. Such an approach treats Bangladesh as a monolithic entity and wrongfully
memorialises the larger picture of the programme and social relations between health officials
and the local community. Instead, this thesis seeks to explore the programme alongside the
social context of Bangladesh as a new nation born out of war, and to convey how the
extensive strategies of the WHO required mobilising civilian communities to engage with the
programme on numerous levels.



Disease & Medical Jon Roberts
MSc Candidate

St. Antony’s College
jonathan.roberts2@sant.ox.ac.uk

From curiosity to (nearly) eradicated: constructions and paradigms of guinea worm,
1700-present

Guinea Worm disease (also known as dracunculiasis, dracontiasis, and many other names)
has been known for thousands of years, attested in ancient Hebrew, Greek and Arabic texts,
as well as known from at least one New Kingdom mummy. This, alongside its historically
global distribution, association with imperial and trade networks, and distinctive pathology and
stable relative identity, makes it a perfect opportunity to trace changing paradigms in medicine
and parasitology, and changing conceptions of disease and parasitism. However, the wealth
of historical documentation regarding this worm has been largely ignored, and the few
histories that have been written by doctors and scientists are narrative rather than analytical in
form and suffer from a lack of familiarity with the historical record.

Dickson Despommier’s account of the disease provides a lively overview, but lacks historical
depth, and makes some dubious claims. His belief that the specific name medinensis reflects
the putative connection to the medical caduceus does not survive contact with pre-Twentieth
Century sources, many of which attest that medinensis derives from Latin translations of
Arabic texts, and refers to Guinea Worm’s apparent prevalence in Medina. Ahmed Tayeh,
Sandy Cairncross, and Francis Cox, meanwhile, tell the story of eradication well, but skate
over the worm’s history before their hero Robert Leiper arrived in Accra in 1905 in a handful of
sentences. This again results in them recycling some claims which are dubious – for instance,
the attribution of the name ‘Guinea Worm’ to John Tennent in 1868. ‘Guinea Worm’ was a
name in common use throughout the Eighteenth Century; the earliest use I have come across
is by Richard Towne in 1726. The time is ripe, therefore, for a more complete history of
Guinea Worm, examining critically its changing constructions over the centuries, and
replacing myths with concrete knowledge. This is especially timely given that the efforts of the
World Health Organisation over the past fifty years have nearly driven the worm to extinction –
with only 53 cases reported in 2019, we have few years left to study this animal as a relevant
health concern!

This project will follow this interest forward into Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries, exploring
how revolutions in microscopy, histology, and parasitology, the growing presence of British
surgeons in endemic India, and the aetiological shift in disease construction impacted on
constructions and conceptions of Guinea Worm in the Nineteenth Century. In the Twentieth
Century, it will explore how Guinea Worm came to be redefined as a disease which not only
could, but should, be eradicated, and how the eradication programme has changed the ways
in which it has been viewed.
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Global health in national context: the case of South Africa’s HIV/AIDS response

In his opening speech at the International AIDS conference in Durban in July of 2000, South
Africa’s then-president, Thabo Mbeki, famously questioned the viral aetiology of AIDS. This
was a disease of poverty, he contended, and Western biomedical interventions needed to be
reassessed as the best course of treatment. Mbeki’s comments have been the subject of
much debate in subsequent decades, both in scholarly and public discourses, many of which
have framed them as a reckless act of denialism. Helen Schneider, however, has argued that
Mbeki’s dispute with the AIDS world should be understood as a struggle over symbolic power;
who has the power, and legitimacy, to speak about AIDS, and determine the response? This
thesis will use Mbeki’s comments, and Schneider’s framework, as a starting point from which
to examine debates about definition in global health more broadly. How do we define
problems in global health? And whose interests do these definitions serve?

The thesis will narrow in on the politics of treatment practices to address these questions.
While a triple cocktail of anti-retroviral drugs was developed in the late 1990s, it remained
unaffordable, and thus inaccessible, to the vast majority of those who needed it for many
years afterwards. Patents protected the interests of multi-national pharmaceutical
corporations, complicating the production of generic drugs, and thus the universal provision of
ARVs on a state level. South Africa had a powerful treatment access movement that fought to
overturn these patents, drawing on the ‘moral legitimacy’ of the anti-apartheid struggle with
which many of its members had been involved. The AIDS crisis coincided with a unique point
in South African history, and definitions and policies (on a grassroots, national and global
level) thus reflected competing visions for the changing state. Drawing on the South African
case study, this thesis will ultimately examine what it means to be a nation state participating
in the project of global health.
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Scientific practice, medical policy and public perception of Ayurveda in colonial India

The relationship between Ayurveda and western medicine is a contested domain, and so is
the definition of ‘authentic’ Ayurveda. While Indologists trace authentic Ayurveda in ancient
texts; historians of colonial medicine show how the notion of classics/antiquity/Ayurvedic
tradition, etc, were reshaped/ constructed in the context of colonial modernity. My proposed
thesis traces the evolution of Ayurveda and the various ways in which it has been perceived
and interpreted, by several agencies between the late-19th to the mid-20th century, a period
of significant transition. The thesis shall address how some communities viewed Ayurveda as
a scientific practice while other communities viewed it with suspicion, which resulted in conflict
even within Ayurveda itself. I shall focus on the ‘crossovers’, as I provisionally call them, that
were attempted in that period, where a number of important scientific and medical figures
sought to understand the possibilities of subjecting local or indigenous forms of healing and
materia medica to scientific procedures, thereby incorporating aspects of Ayurveda or other
forms of indigenous medicine into scientific practice. These crossovers avoided the polemical
and often ideologically and nationalistically-driven dichotomies between indigenous and
western medicine and sought instead to incorporate what was worthwhile in nonschool
medicine into the functioning of medical practice, with a focus on healing and efficacy rather
than on the supposed origins of the medical (invented) tradition. For the conference, I am
going to look at epidemics in colonial Bengal and the response to it by various medical bodies
both western and indigenous.
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A mere toy or an educational tool: magic lanterns and popular astronomy in Victorian
Britain

In Victorian Britain, popularizers of astronomy used a wide range of visual media, including
orrery shows, exhibitions and illustrations in periodical journals and exhibitions to help their
audience understand astronomy. Current scholarly discussions on the visual spectacles of
Victorian popular astronomy debated around the accuracy of visual knowledge provided by
popularizers, making some criticisms for their failure to provide accurate simulations of
planetary objects and astronomical phenomena. However, built upon the presumption of
specialists, their approach to some extent prevents them from comprehensively and critically
evaluating the influences of visual media in engaging a wider and diverse range of audience.
This dissertation will examine the influences of orrery shows, exhibitions and illustrations in
popularizing astronomy, to see how visual languages coordinated with verbal ones to help
popularizers gain more audience.
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CRISPR: understanding emerging technologies through historic discourse

“How Humans Are Shaping Our Own Evolution,” and “The Gene Editing Tool Changing the
World”: the rise of CRISPR-Cas9 technology dominates news stories and captivates readers’
imaginations. Rapid progress is reflected in a spiral of events from Dr. He’s work in producing
HIV resistant twins to his arrest a little over a year later. This response is dynamically
contrasted with the awarding of the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2020 to the two largest
contributors to the CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing technology, Emmanuelle Chapentier and
Jennifer Doudna. As a readily tangible debate, the CRISPR revolution of agriculture, modern
medicine, and the human race raises ethical and practical questions for the global community.

I will be focusing my dissertation on the history of genetic engineering from the 1970’s
onward, particularly focusing on the rise of birth control technologies in relation to eugenics.
Examining the discourse of various institutions such as international organizations,
governments, and scientists, will help demonstrate the role of history in public understanding
of genetic engineering and create a methodological framework that can be applied to an
emerging technology such as CRISPR. How does Doudna’s limited presentation of eugenics
affect the understanding of CRISPR? Can past international birth control movements inform
how CRISPR is managed on a global scale?

One of many technological examples indicative of the gulf of mutual incomprehensibility
between the sciences and the humanities, CRISPR raises important philosophical and
regulatory questions best answered with a historiographic framework. Historians of Science,
Medicine, and Technology are equipped with robust, multidisciplinary analytical tools to
broadly contextualize and articulate contemporary issues. Undeniably a revolutionary
technology, it is imperative to gather an interdisciplinary approach to CRISPR to foster
transparency, global understanding, and a public empowered to make informed decisions.
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The road less travelled: using public transportation in early modern Britain

For most of British history, long-distance travel was an arduous undertaking, attempted only
by those who had no alternative. Travelling any great distance required significant resources,
meticulous planning, and no small amount of luck. This situation slowly began to improve
between the later Middle Ages and the Renaissance, as travellers began sharing vehicles and
combining their journeys along regular fixed routes. The ranks of carters, wagoners, and
coachmen regularly plying the country’s roads steadily grew, and by the mid-seventeenth
century the density of scheduled public transportation services could fairly be called a
‘network’.

This paper will consider the experience of travelling through this network at its apex, in the
so-called ‘Golden Age’ of stage-coaching of the late-eighteenth century, exploring travel from
the point of view of a contemporary passenger. By drawing on data from regional travel
directories published in the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries which have been
digitised into modern journey-planning software, we can establish an accurate picture of
exactly how well-connected Britain was before the railways arrived, and what passengers’
experiences would have been like in terms of planning a journey, boarding a vehicle, travelling
Britain’s roads, and arriving at their destinations.

To some extent this paper challenges the standard narrative within the history of transport, in
which the railways are often held up as the beginning of a democratising transport revolution.
Rather, this data-oriented analysis will demonstrate that the coaching network at its peak was
much vaster and more sophisticated than many historians give it credit for. Moreover the data
shows that a very significant portion of it was made up of poorer lower-paying passengers
travelling with carts and wagons, rather than it being the exclusive province of the wealthy.

These journeys, for passengers across the social spectrum, will be re-constructed
computationally using this data from surviving travel directories, exploring what it was actually
like to undertake a long-distance journey by public transport at a time long before the first
steam engine or motor vehicle had been invented.
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“Dream not of other worlds”: microscopy and the imagination in Britain, 1650-1730

Microscopes are what people use to look closely at things. But at their naissance,
microscopes often found themselves under that very scrutinising gaze from natural
philosophers and social commentators which they were designed to enable. Putting the
history of the microscope under the lens reveals how this new technology was received, let
alone how the samples on one’s slides were. Indeed, what the microscope revealed about
these samples resulted in debates about the tool itself as heated as debate about those
samples. In this dissertation, I call for a re-view of literature published in Britain in the 1660s
concerning the fraught issues which early microscopy brought to the fore: sight, knowledge,
theology and the imagination; how the natural philosopher could best obtain ideas about the
world in the light of all this. One of these texts which I focus upon is Milton’s Paradise Lost
(1667). More often associated with comments upon the telescope, and also with calls against
the pursuit of knowledge (this being ‘Man’s first Disobedience’), I maintain that Milton actually
made insightful comments upon contemporary and potential uses of paying scientific attention
to minutiae. (It is a fitting irony that many have mis-read/-interpreted the very line which calls
for such very close reading, book VIII, 175. My close reading enacts/ demonstrates the very
call the poet made for a focus upon the close and small). A point should be made in defence
of my seemingly narrow lens: a decade-long, Britain-focused investigation. History and
microscopy are not that different; indeed, they are analogous. Both are practices in which a
detached viewer zooms in and extracts details from an overall context, in order to (hopefully)
better understand that context. By thoroughly interrogating the literature on microscopes,
during the time when they were being popularised in Britain, I hope to contribute a clearer
image of the history of how they were viewed.
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Freedom at the electronic frontier: libertarianism and American cyberculture,
c.1984-2001

When a ragtag mob of Trump supporters stormed the US Capitol in January 2021, world
media looked on aghast as the strange banners and symbols of online conspiracy theorists -
those of the "boogaloo boys," "Kekistan," and "Q" - were triumphantly paraded around
America's grand legislative temple. But although January 2021's events belong to the
contemporary moment, the central role played by online communities in recent events was, in
one sense, a consequence of the strong libertarian, paleoconservative, and far-right presence
in cyberspace dating back to the 1980s. Where there is now 8kun and 4chan, there was once
Usenet and the Cypherpunks Mailing List. In the 1980s and 1990s, however, many
libertarians greeted the emergent Internet in utopian terms. And viewing decentralised
networks as a potent tool for undermining state power, these “cyberlibertarians” shaped
mainstream understandings of cyberspace considerably. Making use of web archives and
traditional printed sources, my DPhil project examines the development of
"cyberlibertarianism" in relation to wider neoliberal, conservative, and traditional libertarian
ideas, c.1980-200, answering the following research questions:

- To what extent was American cyberlibertarianism a coherent discourse, ideology, or
movement?

- What were the chief achievements and legacies of cyberlibertarian thought?

Mobilising a fractious array of actors, narratives, and concepts, cyberlibertarianism’s influence
on contemporary Western techno-culture is profound, long-lasting, but contradictory.
Emerging from a Californian crucible in the 1980s, cyberlibertarian thought was instrumental
in fusing computing with ideas of personal liberation in the 1970s and ‘80s; dominated media
discourse about the “Digital Revolution” in the 1990s, largely thanks to Wired magazine; and
continues to shape techno-politics today through libertarian projects like cryptocurrencies,
Wikipedia, Wikileaks, and the open-source movement. But while much cyberlibertarian activity
was associated with countercultural idealism, other cyberlibertarian projects – like
“cypherpunk” cryptocurrencies – intersected with far-right “paleolibertarians,” foreshadowing
contemporary right-libertarian online phenomena like QAnon conspiracism. Amidst growing
anxiety over the dystopian impact of cyberspace on today’s public sphere, and the continued
libertarian tendencies of many tech billionaires, understanding the historical development of
early cyberlibertarianism is therefore timely and important.




